HOURS OF OPERATION: Monday – Friday | 9:00am – 5:00pm

SAMPLE OFFERINGS
YOGA: Bring together your mind, body and spirit
through a series of peaceful postures and breathing
techniques and you’ll discover new strength and
flexibility in no time.

CHAIR ZUMBA: Learn modified versions of Zumba
dance steps while sitting and enjoying moving to the
various rhythms. We use occasional props such as
weights and towels for an added challenge.

NATURE WALK: Join our Watermark University Walker’s
Club and stroll with friends at your own pace along
the scenic West River Drive and Penn’s Landing.

HEALTH, WELLNESS AND EXERCISE: Every time you attend
this class, you’ll get a good dose of exercise and
an earful of healthy living tips from Bobbi Cassidy,
Director of Nursing for The Springs.

ARMCHAIR FITNESS: Armchair exercise works your
joints and other overlooked areas so you can
strengthen your body in lots of functional ways.
STRETCHING CLASS: Work on gently increasing your
flexibility to reduce stress, improve range of motion
and help prevent injuries. We’ll teach you the proper
way to stretch so you can reap a healthier lifestyle.
EXERCISE CLASS: Watermark University’s Strength &
Aerobics course incorporates weights in addition
to chair and standing exercises to strengthen tone
and revitalize the body. Improve your circulation and
endurance and leave every class feeling energized.

LINE DANCING: We’ll introduce you to the steps for
each dance, eventually combining it all together
with the music. This is a great way to exercise while
having tons of fun.
WII BOWLING: You’ll be surprised how much fun you’ll
have playing high-tech versions of classic sports like
golf, bowling, tennis, baseball and boxing. Teams
compete for bragging rights and prizes.

TAI CHI: Try this low impact ancient Chinese martial
art form and you’ll immediately begin to see big
results in balance, control, flexibility, cardiovascular
fitness, posture, strength and peace of mind.
Reduce your risk of falls and burn calories at the
same time without even realizing it.
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